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Shop LCHS for great holiday gifts!
Our online store features Latah County themed face

masks, Alf Dunn greeting cards, and a variety of books!
 

Have items shipped to you or your loved ones, or take
advantage of free pickup at the Centennial Annex.

Visit latahcountyhistoricalsociety.org/shop
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2020 is drawing to a close, and so ends one of the
strangest years that I have experienced. I wanted to take a
moment to let you know about some of the exciting
projects at LCHS. Lately, I have been working on a few
significant archival collections. 

The AAUW Moscow Branch collection tells the story of a
prominent women’s organization here in Latah County.
The collection contains minutes, financial records,
membership records, and records of the organization’s
activities. Through these records, researchers can better
understand the AAUW Moscow Branch and how it
impacted Moscow and Latah County. This collection spans
from 1922-2008, with most of the collection being from
1953-2008.

The Moscow Rotary Club kept fantastic records
throughout the years and luckily these records have been
preserved. This large collection of materials contains
minutes, attendance records, financial records, and
service projects. This detailed collection shows the work
done by the Moscow Rotary Club from 1911-2011.

The Moscow Chamber of Commerce graciously donated a
large variety of materials to LCHS for preservation. This
collection contains leadership information, organization &
membership information, event advertising, and
documentation. This collection’s nature is that it is not only
mixed media but also contains some large-format
materials. LCHS has organized the materials into two
parts. One part includes documents and advertising. The
other part contains the plethora of non-document
resources (photographs, negative film, digital photographs
on CD, VHS tapes, and more) documenting the Moscow
Chamber of Commerce throughout the years. The scope
of this collection is from 1951-1999, with some years
omitted.

The final collection that has garnered my attention lately
is familiar to all of us. LC COVID-19 (LC, in our
archives, means Large Collection). Since the pandemic
began to impact the United States, LCHS has been
soliciting and collecting materials to record how the
pandemic has affected area residents. It is a fascinating
and complex collection. The challenge of this collection
is the nature of the materials. Many of the materials are
“born-digital” or created and shared exclusively on
digital platforms. The variety of materials has
necessitated building a dual-sided collection, not unlike
the Chamber of Commerce collection. In this case, the
document collection is housed in the LCHS archives,
while the born-digital materials are in the LCHS Digital
Archive. Born-digital records have been printed and
stored in both locations when possible & practical (you
don’t need a software update to read a piece of paper).

These collections had been in the LCHS archival
backlog, waiting until we had enough archival boxes to
preserve these collections. To fix this problem, in 2020,
LCHS applied for and received a grant from the Idaho
State Historical Records Advisory Board (SHRAB).
Idaho SHRAB grants are made possible by funds
received from the National Historical Publications and
Records Commission (NHPRC) and the National
Archives and Records Administration. Idaho SHRAB is
then able to regrant to governments, repositories, and
organizations around the state.

Not yet a member of the historical society? Join us!
If you believe in the power of local history to create strong, vibrant, welcoming communities, then we invite
you to become a sustaining member of our organization. The generosity of members supports all aspects of
our operations, from free public programs and maintaining the McConnell Mansion to keeping the lights on
in our research archive.

Join at whatever level you are able; every member enjoys the same benefits - reduced entry fees at events,
routine newsletters, a copy of our annual magazine Latah Legacy, and the satisfaction of knowing that you
are preserving Latah County heritage.

Visit latahcountyhistoricalsociety.org/join to learn more!

Thank you for your support!
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Recent Donations
August 21, 2020 through December 8, 2020

Contributors to
Annual Fund Drive

Sharon M. Anderson
Duane Beck

Lee & Sydney Craft Rozen
Mark & Bobbie Frei

Sharon L. Hood
Lynne D. McCreight

Marjory Stage
Rodd L. Wheaton

Gerald Wright

General Donations

Guardian Property Services
Kathleen Warren

Moscow League of Women Voters
Grants

Curator's Notes

- Zach

Thanks to this generous grant, LCHS
was able to complete these large
archival projects and acquire archival
materials to be used for continuing to
collect, preserve, and make available
Latah County, Idaho’s history for
years to come.

The McConnell Mansion and Centennial Annex are open 

for tours and research visits by appointment only.

Visit latahcountyhistoricalsociety.org to schedule a free Mansion tour.

Call 208.882.1004 or email lchslibrary@latah.id.us to visit the Annex.

Masks are required for all visitors.



I wish to support LCHS programs in 2021 with my year-end contribution.

Name:

Address:

Phone: Email:

Enclosed is a check for: $25 $50 $100 $

Online giving is available at latahcountyhistoricalsociety.org/donate

Please call me to discuss additional gift opportunities, such as stocks or IRA distributions.

Message from the President
As I look back on this amazingly challenging year that is
finally coming to a close, I see a lot of accomplishments
and successes – in spite of, and because of, a global
pandemic. There have been many new lessons learned,
adaptations, innovations, and adjustments. Whether
working remotely or in the newly reorganized, socially
distanced office spaces in the Annex, Dulce, Zach, and
Elaina have persevered to keep preserving and promoting
our shared history, albeit using more virtual than in-person
methods. Through it all you have continued to find ways to
support LCHS. For that we are especially grateful.

We’ve learned to use new tools to get together safely
during times we cannot meet face to face. Lula’s Library
Book Club is now up and running after a delayed start due
to pandemic restrictions. Its group meetings that started
outdoors in the fall have progressed to Zoom sessions now
that it is cold outside. We could not have our usual Harvest
Dinner fundraiser this season, so a committee was formed
to imagine an alternative. The team came up with the
LCHS Harvest Dinner at Home, and it was a huge success
thanks to your generous support. As a result, we were able
to provide more than 200 meal kits to area food banks in
November. Nancy Ruth Peterson and Denise Thomson
deserve special thanks for taking the lead in both of these
activities.

I hope you’re enjoying this year’s issue of Latah Legacy. It
is a bit thicker than usual. Perhaps the extra  

submissions are a positive side effect of pandemic
restrictions. Thank you to all who contributed. I look
forward to more good stories next year. And speaking of
stories, we are still eagerly collecting contributions
relating to local experiences during this time of
quarantine, lockdown, and re-opening. Please consider
donating to this history in the making.

I have long resisted participating in much of social media,
but in recent months I have learned a thing or two. Zoom
will be a great way to attend a lecture or meeting without
having to leave the warmth of my home on a stormy
snowy night when roads will be dark and icy. Another
thing I’ve learned in these last months: a hard block of
brown sugar softens beautifully if put in a bowl, covered
with a damp paper towel, and microwaved for about 20
seconds.

Though we don’t know yet just what the next year will
hold, we are making tentative plans for in-person
gatherings as soon as they are safe. Virtual is certainly
better than not meeting at all, but there really is no
substitute for face-to-face activities where we can see
more than eyes and ears, and voices are not muffled by
masks. We appreciate your continuing support. We can
hardly wait to really see you again.

With warmest wishes for a better new year for all.

- LeNelle McInturff

Like nearly every year-end letter you’re bound to receive
this season, I must begin by acknowledging just how
distinctive 2020 has been. The worst global pandemic in
more than a century, a remarkably contentious American
election, and record-breaking natural disasters are just a
few of the most notable challenges we have faced this
year. We are all navigating a reality that scarcely seemed
imaginable just 12 months ago – one where gathering with
family is a dangerous proposition, where schools and
businesses face immense pressures to keep people safe,
and where concern for the health of our communities
seems to cause more division than unity.
 
When 2020 began, staff and volunteers at LCHS were
looking forward to a robust year of programs and projects.
We were going to commemorate the 100th anniversary of
ratification of the 19th Amendment with outreach events
throughout the spring and summer. We were ready to
welcome friends to our annual gatherings, like Ice Cream
Social and Suds with a Scholar. We were putting lots of
time into making new parts of our collection accessible to
online audiences. Then in late March it all came to a halt.
Our staff went home to work remotely, our volunteers
suspended their efforts, and we had to figure out new ways
to connect folks with local history. 

As hard as this year has been, there are achievements
worth celebrating. I’m writing this letter on December 8th,
the same day that UK residents are beginning to receive a
vaccine that was developed at record speed. Technology
has allowed so many of us to remain connected with loved
ones and to work safely from our homes. The generous
support of our members has allowed LCHS to continue
serving patrons and sharing local history, despite physical
closures and restrictions. 

Before bidding adieu to 2020, I want to leave you with two
requests. The first is an appeal motivated by my training as
a historian. Please take time to write down what it has
been like to live through this unprecedented year. Put
pen to paper (or cursor to word document) and record your
experiences. Do it for yourself, for your family, for the
future. Tuck the letter away in an envelope 

for safe keeping, and if you are willing, share a copy with
our archives. To facilitate the request I have even
included a writing prompt to get you started.

I put on my hat as Executive Director to make my second
request. Please consider including LCHS in your
year-end giving plan. Through a combination of
member support, charitable grants, and prudent financial
management, we have weathered this year without
having to lay off staff or compromise our mission of
preserving and sharing local history. As we carry on our
work in the new year, and look forward to restoring our
robust outreach program, your donation is essential to
sustaining our organization.

Your membership is foundational to this historical
society. Thank you for your enduring commitment to
Latah County’s heritage. From my family to yours, I wish
you good health and happiness in 2021.

With gratitude,

Director's Remarks
COVID Collection Writing Prompt

1. When 2020 began, I was looking forward to __.
2. COVID 19 first impacted my life when __.
3. The hardest part about this year for me has
been __.
4. This year has taught me ____.
5. When I look back on 2020, I will remember __.
6. I hope Americans in the future will study 2020 to
learn about __.

 Dulce 
My biggest reason to celebrate
2020 arrived on August 4th! 


